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operate in the model. Due to the small zonal extent of the 
equatorial Atlantic, the observed Bjerknes feedback acts 
quasi-instantaneously during the dynamically active periods 
of boreal summer and early boreal winter. Then, all elements 
of the observed Bjerknes feedback operate simultaneously. 
The model cannot reproduce this, although it hints at a better 
performance when using bias reduction.

1 Introduction

The Atlantic Niño is the dominant mode of interannual vari-
ability in equatorial Atlantic sea surface temperature (SST). 
It modulates the seasonal development of the equatorial 
Atlantic cold tongue and peaks during May–August (Xie 
and Carton 2004). Similar to other modes of equatorial SST 
variability, it is the source of a number of teleconnections 
(e.g. Janicot et al. 1998; Mohino and Losada 2015), both 
regionally and globally. Through its close relationship with 
the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone, it especially affects 
rainfall variability over the surrounding continents, exerting 
an important socio-economic impact (Hirst and Hastenrath 
1983).

Efforts to simulate and predict equatorial Atlantic sea-
sonal-to-interannual SST variability with state-of-the-art 
coupled global climate models (CGCMs) have not been very 
successful (Stockdale et al. 2006; Kushnir et al. 2006; Hu 
and Huang 2007). One reason for this is that most CGCMs 
suffer from a strong coupled bias in the tropical eastern 
Atlantic (e.g. Richter and Xie 2008; Grodsky et al. 2012; 
Wang et al. 2014). The SST signature of this bias stretches 
from the coast of Namibia and Angola into the equatorial 
Atlantic and is well established in the cold tongue region 
in the annual mean. Chang et al. (2007) and Richter et al. 
(2012) show that the equatorial SST bias is associated with 
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a fundamentally biased mean state in this region. The pool 
of warm surface waters that is observed in the western ocean 
basin shifts into the central ocean basin in biased simula-
tions. The thermocline in the cold tongue region deep-
ens, and upwelling is strongly reduced. The Atlantic cold 
tongue—the dominant feature of the SST seasonal cycle 
in the tropical Atlantic—cannot be established. Without a 
realistic cold tongue, however, CGCMs struggle to capture 
the observed Atlantic Niño, even in the presence of realistic 
forcing. Another factor that likely contributes to the models’ 
problems is that the dynamical nature of the Atlantic Niño 
is not yet fully understood.

While the name Atlantic “Niño” suggests a phenome-
non that is essentially an Atlantic version of the Pacific El 
Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), a number of differences 
exist between the two phenomena (e.g. Keenlyside and Latif 
2007; Burls et al. 2011; Lübbecke and McPhaden 2012; 
Richter et al. 2013). Obvious are the differences in timing 
characteristics: Both positive and negative ENSO events 
generally peak in boreal winter and last for several months 
and in some cases even longer than a year. Atlantic Niño 
events on the other hand are phase-locked to boreal summer 
and rarely outlast a season. They have a smaller amplitude 
than their Pacific counterparts and appear to be the result of 
weaker atmosphere–ocean coupling. Additionally, while the 
canonical ENSO agrees with a self-sustained mode in the 
tropical Pacific, the Atlantic Niño requires external excita-
tion (Zhu et al. 2012).

The dominant process that couples equatorial atmos-
pheric and oceanic variability is the Bjerknes feedback 
(Bjerknes 1969). In a positive feedback, it relates SST and 
thermocline variability in the eastern ocean basin to zonal 
surface wind variability in the western ocean basin (u10) 
and lends growth to the Pacific (Bjerknes 1969) and Atlantic 
Niños (e.g. Keenlyside and Latif 2007; Burls et al. 2012; 
Lübbecke and McPhaden 2013; Deppenmeier et al. 2016). 
Traditionally, three elements of the Bjerknes feedback are 
considered when assessing the overall strength of the feed-
back: (1) Eastern ocean basin SST anomalies force u10 
anomalies in the western ocean basin, (2) u10 anomalies 
trigger a thermocline response across the basin that can be 
measured via thermocline variability in the eastern ocean 
basin, and (3) eastern basin thermocline anomalies amplify 
the initial SST anomaly. A closed Bjerknes feedback loop 
is present when all three elements of the Bjerknes feedback 
are active simultaneously.

Note, however, that the simplified Bjerknes feedback out-
lined above is not the only process that acts in the equatorial 
oceans. Specifically, the “forcing direction” in the feedback 
elements (1)–(3) is not strict. In the closely coupled sys-
tem of the equatorial oceans, wind variability in the west-
ern ocean basin for example can feed back directly to SST 
variability via the zonal advection feedback (e.g. Dijkstra 

2006). Nevertheless, for the purpose of this study we will 
rely mainly on the dynamical framework of the simpli-
fied Bjerknes feedback.

An important aspect of the Bjerknes feedback is that it 
must not necessarily act instantaneously. This means that 
the individual elements of the Bjerknes feedback may be 
delayed (note that this delay within the positive Bjerknes 
feedback is not identical with the range of delayed negative 
feedbacks discussed in Neelin et al. (1998) that ultimately 
stop anomaly growth in the eastern ocean basin during an 
El Niño or La Niña event). Physically, the delay within the 
elements of the positive Bjerknes feedback is due to the fact 
that information about anomalies on one side of the ocean 
basin need to be transmitted across the basin to be able to 
affect the other side. In the atmosphere, this is done via rela-
tively quick atmospheric adjustment to eastern ocean basin 
SST anomalies, which in turn produce anomalous zonal 
pressure gradients and result in western ocean basin zonal 
wind anomalies. In the ocean, zonal wind stress anomalies 
are translated into equatorial Kelvin waves (e.g. Dijkstra 
2006). These Kelvin waves than travel westward across the 
ocean basin and feed the information about the wind vari-
ability in the west to the eastern ocean basin. Depending on 
the width of the ocean basin, the Kelvin wave transmission 
can happen on a time scale on the order of months. In the 
tropical Atlantic, Keenlyside and Latif (2007) and Richter 
et al. (2013), among others, have shown that wind variabil-
ity in the western ocean basin precedes SST variability in 
the eastern ocean basin by about 1 month in boreal spring. 
In the tropical Pacific, this delay is longer due to the larger 
basin size.

Returning to the dynamical nature of the Atlantic Niño in 
comparison to ENSO events, Burls et al. (2011) show that 
the Atlantic and Pacific Niños rely on the Bjerknes feed-
back in subtly different ways. The Pacific Niño generally 
is the result of a free mode of interannual variability that 
is driven by the Bjerknes feedback; interactions with the 
seasonal cycle occur, but do not dominate ENSO SST vari-
ability. In the tropical Atlantic, on the other hand, the Bjerk-
nes feedback is seasonally active (Richter 2016). It helps to 
develop the cold tongue and is involved in establishing the 
seasonal cycle. Burls et al. (2012) argue that the Atlantic 
Niño hence reflects a modulation of the seasonally active 
Bjerknes feedback instead of an independent mode of inter-
annual variability.

Lastly, and in contrast to numerous studies that have 
provided evidence for a relationship between Atlantic Niño 
variability and the Atlantic Bjerknes feedback, Nnamchi 
et al. (2015, 2016) have proposed that the Atlantic Niño is 
essentially driven by stochastic processes in the atmosphere 
rather than by dynamical ocean processes that are poten-
tially predictable. Likewise, Richter et al. (2014b) present 
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evidence for a significant stochastic component of Niño-like 
variability in the tropical Atlantic.

Here, we address two questions. First, do dynamical pro-
cesses contribute to SST variability in the tropical Atlantic? 
Is there a seasonality to the ratio of dynamical and stochastic 
contributions? And second, does the presence of the SST 
bias—and hence the flawed mean state and missing summer 
cold tongue—affect the models’ ability to accurately repro-
duce the observed dynamical SST variance? To answer these 
questions, we use two assimilation runs of the Kiel Climate 
Model (KCM) as well as reanalysis data and decompose SST 
variance into a part that is due to dynamical processes in the 
ocean and a stochastic part that is driven by noise.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 
sketches the Kiel Climate Model and the method that we 
used to produce our assimilation runs, Sect. 3 reviews the 
assimilation runs with respect to the impact of the equato-
rial Atlantic SST bias. Section 4 presents our SST variance 
decomposition method; results for our assimilation runs and 
observations are compared in Sect. 5. Section 6 discusses the 
impact of lagged feedbacks on our results. A summary and 
discussion of the results is provided in Sect. 7.

2  Model and methods

To compare our results with the evolution of the observed 
climate system, we use the ERA-Interim (Dee 2011) and 
the Archiving, Validation, and Interpretation of Satellite 
Oceanographic (AVISO) datasets. We find that differences 
between ERA-Interim SST and other SST datasets are neg-
ligibly small. (Analysis results for alternative validation 
datasets such as the HadISST dataset (Rayner et al. 2003) 
are not shown. They differ from the analysis with respect 
to ERA-Interim only in details.) Furthermore, our variance 
decomposition approach requires additional surface zonal 
wind (u10) and sea surface height (SSH) data. We use u10 
provided by ERA-Interim for the period 1981–2012, and the 
AVISO monthly mean SSH anomaly dataset for the period 
1993–2012. Throughout this study, we refer to ERA-Interim 

(AVISO) when we discuss an “observed” feature of SST and 
u10 (SSH).

Figure 1 shows important regions for our study as boxes. 
Atl3 spans the region 3◦S–3◦N, 20◦W–0◦E and is the Atlan-
tic counterpart to the Pacific Nino3.4-region. It is the part 
of the equatorial Atlantic in which ocean–atmosphere cou-
pling is most vigorous and that is hence used to assess SST 
variability associated with the Atlantic Niño. It is also the 
region in which the cold tongue is most pronounced in 
boreal summer. To the west of Atl3 is the western Atlantic 
region WAtl (3◦S–3◦N, 40– 20◦W). In terms of the Bjerknes 
feedback, WAtl is crucial for the wind stress contributions 
to the feedback.

Model runs were performed with the Kiel Climate Model 
(KCM, Park et al. 2009), a coupled global climate model 
(CGCM). We used a low-resolution version of the KCM. 
The atmospheric component ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al. 
2003) is run with 19 vertical levels in T31 horizontal resolu-
tion. The ocean component of the NEMO model (Océan Par-
allelisé Version 9, OPA9 Madec et al. 1998; Madec 2008) is 
run in the ORCA2-setup. ORCA2 has 31 vertical levels and 
an average horizontal resolution of 1.3◦. Towards the equa-
tor, the horizontal resolution is refined to 0.5◦. The model 
uses seasonally varying radiative forcing that corresponds 
to mid-twentieth century conditions. In particular, changes 
in greenhouse gas concentrations and aerosol loading are 
not considered.

We conducted two sets of experiments. The first set uses 
a standard version of the KCM (“STD”). The STD-SST cli-
matology contains the SST bias in the southern subtropical 
Atlantic (Fig. 1), which is qualitatively comparable to the 
bias in other CGCMs (shown for example by Davey 2002; 
Richter and Xie 2008). The second experiment employs 
additional surface heat flux correction (“FLX”, see below 
for details) to reduce the SST bias. We run three and eight 
ensemble members for the STD and FLX experiments runs, 
respectively. All ensemble members use the same wind 
stress forcing (see below), but differ in their initial condi-
tions, which are taken from a control run at a time when the 
model is close to equilibrium.

Fig. 1  Annual mean SST bias 
relative to ERA-Interim SST in 
the a STD and b FLX assimila-
tion runs in the tropical Atlan-
tic. Positive values indicate that 
the model climatology is too 
warm. Solid (dashed) boxes 
show the Atl3 (WAtl) region
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The STD and FLX experiments were run in partially 
coupled mode. Partial coupling is an assimilation technique 
that seeks to minimize the equatorial initialization shock in 
fully coupled hindcasts when they are started from partially 
coupled initial conditions (e.g. Ding et al. 2013; Thoma et al. 
2015). In a partially coupled model the ocean and sea ice 
components are forced with observed wind stress anomalies 
that are added to the model’s monthly mean wind stress cli-
matology. All other aspects of the model are identical to the 
fully coupled model. In particular, thermal coupling between 
the ocean and the atmosphere is preserved, and SST and the 
atmospheric wind field remain fully prognostic variables.

Surface heat flux correction is employed in the FLX 
experiment to reduce the SST bias of the KCM. To diag-
nose the heat flux correction, we use the same methodol-
ogy as Ding et al. (2015): During a control integration, we 
nudge the first ocean level of the model towards the monthly 
climatology of observed SST with a restoring time scale of 
10 days. After 470 years, when the model has reached an 
equilibrium state, we continue our integration for another 70 
years to diagnose the monthly climatological heat flux term 
that is associated with the SST restoring. This climatology 
of the “heat flux correction” is then added as a non-flow-
interactive correction to the SST tendency while integrating 
the heat-flux corrected version of the KCM. For an overview 
of the performance of the two experiments in the equatorial 
Atlantic and the impact of the bias on the coupled system, 
refer to Sect. 3. Here, we note that Ding et al. (2015) showed 
a substantial improvement in the ability of the partially cou-
pled model runs to reproduce observed SST variability in 
boreal summer in FLX compared to STD.

Monthly anomalies for the model integrations and valida-
tion datasets are calculated by detrending the data via least-
squares fitting, applied to each month separately. Note that 
we did not subtract the seasonal cycle from the monthly data 
prior to the detrending, since it did not yield qualitatively 
different results. We chose this method to not only calculate 
our anomalies relative to a static seasonal cycle but allow 
the possibility that the seasonal cycle itself may vary (lin-
early) on long time scales. The analysis period is 1981–2012 
(1993–2012) for ERA-Interim and the KCM experiments 
(AVISO). For the KCM experiments, we detrend each 
ensemble member separately. The ensemble mean monthly 
anomaly is the average of the monthly anomalies of all 
ensemble members.

3  Impact of the coupled bias on the equatorial 
Atlantic

In this section, we assess SST and zonal wind biases in the 
tropical Atlantic for our KCM experiments. Because all 
ensemble members for both the STD and FLX assimilation 

experiments share their forcing of observed wind stress 
anomalies, the only difference between the ensemble means 
must be due to the bias correction in FLX. Hence, our analy-
ses illustrate the impact that the bias has on the coupled 
equatorial system.

First, we assess the SST bias in STD and FLX. In the 
annual mean, the STD experiment shows the familiar pattern 
of the equatorial SST bias (Fig. 1a, 2.00 ◦C in Atl3). FLX 
clearly reduces this bias (Fig. 1b, 0.29 ◦C in Atl3). Addition-
ally and in contrast to STD, FLX is able to produce a cold 
tongue similar to observations (Fig. 2). An interesting detail 
of Fig. 2 is that the STD experiment, too, simulates Atl3 
cooling between April and May, but fails to intensify this 
cooling to establish the cold tongue from May onwards. In 
contrast, Atl3 cooling in FLX really only starts in May-June. 
Effectively, cold tongue development in FLX lags behind 
observations by roughly 1 month (Fig. 2a). Nevertheless, 
heat flux correction clearly reduces the SST bias in the tropi-
cal Atlantic (Fig. 2b).

Richter and Xie (2008) and Richter et al. (2012) have 
shown in different CGCMs that the equatorial Atlantic SST 
bias is related to a bias in zonal surface wind in the west-
ern equatorial Atlantic, which in turn can be traced back to 
precipitation deficiencies of the models. Based on obser-
vations, Marin et al. (2009) argue that weak variability in 
WAtl zonal surface wind fails to precondition the basin-wide 
thermocline slope for the subsequent summer—the initial 
cooling of the cold tongue is hence weakened or delayed. 
In agreement with Richter et al. (2014a), a similar process 
could be at work in CGCMs: Spring zonal winds that are 
systematically too weak in the western equatorial Atlantic 
could inhibit seasonal thermocline shoaling in the eastern 
ocean basin and hence intense surface cooling during early 
boreal summer.

Fig. 2  a Seasonal cycle of SST in Atl3 for (black) ERA-Interim, 
(red) STD, and (blue) FLX for 1981–2012. b Monthly mean bias of 
Atl3 SST for (red) STD and (blue) FLX
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Here, we demonstrate that the KCM, too, develops a 
zonal wind bias in boreal spring that is, however, largely 
independent of the SST bias in the eastern ocean basin. 
Figure 3 shows that zonal surface wind in WAtl is greatly 
reduced in boreal spring relative to ERA-Interim. Surpris-
ingly, this behaviour is hardly altered qualitatively in the 
FLX experiment, indicating that the zonal wind bias depends 
only weakly on eastern basin SST in the model. In agree-
ment with the recent findings of Richter et al. (2014b) and 
Harlaß et al. (2015) we suspect that the zonal wind bias is 
at least partly due to the insufficient vertical resolution of 
the atmosphere model and related deficiencies in vertical 
momentum transport.

Additionally, we assess how the bias affects the KCM’s 
ability to simulate observed SST and u10 variability. Fig-
ure 4 shows, for each calendar month, the anomaly correla-
tion coefficient (ACC) between the ensemble means of the 

partially coupled KCM assimilation runs and ERA-Interim. 
Again, because the FLX and STD experiments only differ 
in whether they reduce the SST bias or not, differences in 
the “skill” of the assimilation runs to simulate the observed 
variability are due to the equatorial SST bias.

In agreement with Ding et al. (2015), bias reduction 
substantially increases the “skill” of the assimilation runs 
for boreal summer SST variability. This again supports 
the notion that the cold tongue is a crucial requirement for 
Atlantic Niño variability. Zonal wind variability, on the other 
hand, is only marginally improved by SST bias reduction in 
late boreal spring and early boreal summer.

An interesting aside with respect to the STD experiment 
is the strongly negative correlation coefficient for modelled 
and ERA-Interim SST during May. The value is almost 
−0.5, indicating a relationship that could be interesting to 
explore further. However, analysing in depth the physical 
processes that give rise to such an outstanding relationship 
in the biased experiment is not the scope of this paper and 
should be addressed in future research.

4  SST variance decomposition method

Figure 5 shows the SST variance in the tropical Atlantic and 
its seasonality. In ERA-Interim, Atl3 SST variance is subject 
to a well-defined seasonal cycle that peaks in May–July, con-
sistent with the peak phase of the Atlantic Niño. In agree-
ment with Okumura and Xie (2006) a secondary peak occurs 
early in boreal winter.

The KCM struggles to reproduce the observed SST vari-
ance. While bias alleviation improves model performance, 
SST variance in FLX is too low and peaks 1 month late 
(Fig. 5). On the other hand, the STD experiment shows a 
seasonal cycle of SST variance that is almost the opposite of 
observations: Variance is high in boreal winter and decreases 
in boreal summer, reaching its minimum in July. Because the 
STD experiment is strongly biased in the tropical Atlantic 
(Figs. 1, 2), the cold tongue cannot develop in boreal sum-
mer and cold tongue variability is not captured.

Fig. 3  Same as Fig. 2 but for zonal surface wind u10 in WAtl

Fig. 4  Monthly anomaly correlation coefficients (ACCs) between 
ERA-Interim and the ensemble mean from the (red) STD and (blue) 
FLX experiments for a Atl3 SST and b WAtl u10 and the period 
1981–2012

Fig. 5  Monthly SST variance in Atl3 for (black) ERA-Interim, (red) 
STD, and (blue) FLX
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Next, we decompose total SST variance into a dynami-
cally-driven and a stochastically-forced component. We term 
the variance of the dynamical (stochastic) portion of the sig-
nal the dynamical (stochastic) variance.

The canonical approach for such a decomposition is as 
follows: For an ensemble simulation, average the individual 
ensembles into the ensemble mean to constrain the uncer-
tainty of the simulation (for example due to imperfect initial 
conditions or model physics). For a given signal, equate the 
ensemble mean with the dynamical—i.e. predictable—con-
tribution to the signal. The difference between the ensemble 
mean and the individual ensemble integrations represents 
the noise of the climate system—the stochastic, i.e. unpre-
dictable, contribution to the signal. Note that in our specific 
case, the ensemble mean of a simulation is the dynamical 
response of the partially coupled model to the imposed wind 
stress anomalies.

The observed climate record, however, corresponds to 
a single realization of a climate simulation. Decomposing 
variance via ensemble averaging is not possible. To never-
theless diagnose observed dynamical SST variance, we use 
an alternative, empirical approach. Below, we first outline 
the basic concept of our approach and then present the tech-
nical details of the SST decompositions discussed in Sects. 
5 and 6.

Conceptually, we model dynamical SST variability with 
the help of linear empirical models that employ multiple 
predictors. The idea is very simple: We identify feedbacks 
that are involved in growing SST anomalies in the tropical 
Atlantic and attempt to capture the effect of these feedbacks 
in empirical models. Lübbecke and McPhaden (2017) have 
used a similar approach to diagnose and compare feedback 
strengths in the equatorial Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The 
difference here is that we use more than one predictor and 
hence attempt to combine a number of feedbacks into a sin-
gle model of SST. Because we consider feedbacks that are 
related to dynamical processes in the equatorial system, we 
equate the portion of the full SST anomaly that is captured 
by our empirical models with the dynamical SST anomaly. 
The residual SST anomaly is our stochastic SST anomaly.

For example, consider a set-up in which we use the ther-
mocline feedback as the dynamical core of SST variability 
(for simplicity’s sake, only consider a single feedback for 
now). To diagnose the observed dynamical SST variance, 
we use observed thermocline depth in the eastern equatorial 
Atlantic to model ERA-Interim SST variability in the same 
region. Note that our empirical models are of the simplest 
possible nature: We use linear regression. Once we have 
built the empirical model of (thermocline-driven) dynami-
cal SST, we use this model to “hindcast” SST based on the 
time series of thermocline depth. The result of this empiri-
cal hindcast is our dynamical SST. When we subtract the 
(thermocline-driven) dynamical SST from the full SST of 

our original ERA-Interim dataset, the residual is the stochas-
tic SST anomaly that can not be explained by thermocline 
depth variability. We then have three time series of SST: 
The original ERA-Interim SST, dynamical SST based on the 
thermocline feedback, and the residual stochastic SST. The 
SST variances that we are interested in are obtained by cal-
culating the variances of these three SST time series. Note 
that our decomposition approach heavily relies on empirical 
linear models, but that the resulting decomposition of the 
SST variance is not linear, i.e., the full SST variance is not 
the sum of the stochastic and dynamical SST variance. (The 
basic decomposition of the SST anomaly, however, is.)

Here, we use the Bjerknes feedback as the dynamical 
framework for our empirical models of dynamical SST. 
With respect to the first and third elements of the Bjerknes 
feedback, i.e. the SST–zonal wind relationship and the sur-
face–subsurface coupling between thermocline depth and 
SST, we choose zonal wind variability (u10) in WAtl and 
thermocline depth variability in Atl3 as predictors for SST.1 
Because the ERA-Interim reanalysis does not provide ther-
mocline depth, we use AVISO sea surface height (SSH) in 
Atl3 as a stand-in. SSH is a reasonable proxy for thermocline 
depth in Atl3, since Cane (1984) showed that SSH, thermo-
cline depth, and upper ocean heat content are tightly related 
in the equatorial oceans. This in agreement with the notion 
that the tropical oceans can be considered as a 1.5-layer sys-
tem (e.g. Keenlyside and Latif 2007).

To resolve the seasonality of dynamical and stochastic 
SST variability in the equatorial Atlantic, we build empirical 
models of dynamical SST for each calendar month. We do 
this separately for ERA-Interim/AVISO (our “observations”) 
and all ensemble members of the STD and FLX experi-
ments. The resulting SST variance is (1) for ERA-Interim: 
the variance of the time series of dynamical and stochas-
tic SST, and (2) for the KCM experiments: the variance of 
the SST time series that concatenates the time series of all 
ensemble members for the respective KCM experiment.

In this study, we build empirical models via least-squares 
fitting. During the building process, however, we use two 
different approaches.

1 Note that an alternative approach is to identify feedbacks that lend 
positive growth to SST anomalies in Atl3 and choosing as SST pre-
dictors the variables that are associated with these feedbacks. Dijkstra 
(2006) discusses the Ekman and zonal advection feedbacks as suit-
able feedbacks for our purpose. However, we prefer to motivate our 
decomposition with the Bjerknes feedback, since it represents a more 
integrated view of coupled variability in the equatorial oceans. For 
completeness’ sake, the Ekman feedback can be associated with the 
third element of the Bjerknes feedback, i.e. surface–subsurface cou-
pling in the eastern ocean basin, while the zonal advection feedback 
is related to the two-way relationship between SST and u10 and not 
strictly a part of the Bjerknes feedback concept.
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1. In the first approach, we prescribe the predictors that the 
empirical model should use. This is the most straight-
forward approach, and it ensures that all models always 
use SSH and u10 as predictors, regardless of whether 
they are “necessary” for the prediction or not. Our 
predictors are a linear combination of the SSH and 
u10, and our simple empirical models have the form 
sst ∼ ssh + u10.

2. In the second approach, we do not prescribe the exact 
form of the empirical model but a pool of predictors 
from which an algorithmic model adjustment chooses 
the “ideal” combination of predictors for the given 
dataset and calendar month. From this pool of possible 
predictors, algorithmic model adjustment sequentially 
builds a whole range of empirical models for the same 
response variable—dynamical SST, in our case—and 
seeks to identify the model that performs best in terms 
of model accuracy and overfitting (e.g. Draper and 
Smith 1998). Based on a selection criterion, the adjust-
ment algorithm ranks the models. The final adjusted 
model is the model that beats the competing models 
in the adjustment sequence. An interesting feature of 
algorithmic model adjustment is that it allows non-linear 
combinations of predictors, such as quadratic terms or 
predictor products.

For example, the adjustment process might start with the 
simple model sst ∼ ssh + u10. It then removes the predictor 
u10 and ranks the model sst ∼ ssh relative to the original 
model. It might then proceed to test the non-linear predictor 
combinations sst ∼ ssh

2 and sst ∼ ssh

u10
 to arrive at the conclu-

sion that sst ∼ ssh is the “best” model in terms of the chosen 
selection criterion.

We implemented the algorithmic model adjustment with 
the function step() of Matlab version 2016b. For more tech-
nical details about the adjustment process, please refer to the 
extensive Matlab documentation.2

In this study, we apply model adjustment to identify the 
simplest form of our empirical models. Three outcomes are 
possible: (1) model adjustment reduces model complexity 
and removes one of our two predictors. This indicates either 
that the co-variability between our predictors is strong dur-
ing the respective month and that using either of them pro-
vides sufficient information to produce reasonable dynami-
cal SST; or that the removed predictor does not have a strong 
impact on SST variability during this month. (2) Model 
adjustment keeps both predictors in a linear combination. 

(3) Model adjustment increases the complexity of the model 
by adding a non-linear predictor term, i.e. a quadratic term 
or a product of SSH and u10. This could indicate that SST 
variability during the respective month is more complex 
and requires further constraints in the form of additional 
predictors. Because non-linear predictor terms are the only 
possible addition to the model in the context of our model 
adjustment, the algorithm evaluates them. Another possi-
bility is that the non-linear terms capture actual non-linear 
interaction in the climate system.

Our model selection criterion is the sum of squared errors 
(SSE). Because the number of our data points (20)3 is large 
compared to the size of the initial predictor pool (2), it is 
unnecessary to penalise the number of predictors to avoid 
overfitting. This could be achieved by basing selection on 
the Akaike or Bayesian information criteria instead of on 
SSE. Since we do not intend to use our SST models for 
true forecasting purposes, we do not conduct extensive 
cross-validation.

In this study, we discuss three different empirical models 
of dynamical SST: (1) The fixed model of dynamical SST 
corresponds to the straight-forward model discussed above. 
It uses the empirical model of the form sst ∼ ssh + u10

. Model adjustment is not allowed. (2) Single models use 
either SSH or u10 as a single predictor for dynamical SST, 
i.e. they are of the form sst ∼ ssh or sst ∼ u10. They help 
to identify periods during which the respective feedback is 
active in isolation. They offer a focused interpretation of the 
impact of either SSH or u10, but ignore their interaction in 
the complex tropical climate system. (3) The adjusted model 
employs algorithmic model adjustment, based on the initial 
predictors SSH and u10. Note that model adjustment is done 
for observations only, and the adjusted models obtained from 
observations are then used to estimate dynamical SST from 
the KCM experiments. An alternative approach would be 
to apply model adjustment to the individual experiments as 
well. However, using these “native” adjusted models yields 
results that are only marginally different (not shown). For 
the purpose of this study, we thus only use adjusted models 
that were derived from observations. For all models, the 
analysis period to fit the models is short: 1993–2012, the 
overlap between AVISO SSH-data and the rest of our data.

To test the validity of our approach, we conduct SST 
variance decompositions with both the ensemble averaging 
approach outlined above and the empirical model approach 
for the STD and FLX experiments. Figure 6 illustrates the 
two approaches. Thin and thick coloured lines show the SST 

2 https://de.mathworks.com/help/matlab/. The exact documentation 
of the step()-function for the linear model-class can currently 
be found here: https://de.mathworks.com/help/stats/linearmodel.step.
html.

3 For each month, regardless of whether the empirical models are 
built for observations or the KCM experiments, use the overlapping 
period of ERA-Interim (SST, u10) and AVISO (SSH), i.e. 1993–
2012—this gives time series that all have a length of 20 data points.

https://de.mathworks.com/help/matlab/
https://de.mathworks.com/help/stats/linearmodel.step.html
https://de.mathworks.com/help/stats/linearmodel.step.html
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variances based on ensemble averaging and our fixed empiri-
cal models, respectively. Overall, results are comparable for 
the STD and FLX experiments. Empirical modelling under-
estimates dynamical SST variance (Fig. 6a) while simultane-
ously overestimating stochastic SST variance (Fig. 6b). This 
suggests that our simple empirical approach fails to capture 
all processes that are relevant to dynamical SST variabil-
ity. On the other hand, qualitative differences between the 
two seasonal distributions of dynamical SST variability are 
small, regardless of the presence of the bias.

We conclude that empirical modelling is a reasonable 
alternative to the ensemble mean approach.

Lastly, we point out a limitation of our models that is 
in line with the discussion of the Bjerknes feedback pre-
sented in the introduction. Our SST variance decomposi-
tion approach allows us to identify periods of the seasonal 
cycle when the dynamical Bjerknes feedback contributes 
substantially to SST variability in Atl3. It would be easy to 
conclude from our analysis that dynamical processes con-
tribute to SST variability and that these dynamical processes 
must hence be associated with enhanced SST predictability. 
However, such a conclusion might be overly optimistic. The 
reason is that our SST decomposition approach relies on the 
empirical method of linear regression. When our empirical 
models pick up a statistical relationship between SST and 
our two predictors SSH and u10, they do not automatically 
provide a clear causality or “forcing direction”. Consider 
again, for example, the relationship between SST and u10, 
and imagine a scenario in which SST is driven by ocean pro-
cesses that are possibly off-equatorial in nature, such as vari-
ability associated with the subtropical cells. In the coupled 
equatorial system, the atmosphere would react to the ocean-
induced SST variability and our empirical models would 
pick up a statistical co-variability between SST and u10 that 
would be partly reflected in our SST decomposition—even 
though u10 in this idealized example was not fundamental 
in causing the SST variability in the first place. From this 
example, it is clear that the interpretation of our results with 

respect to SST predictability might not be straightforward. 
However, keep in mind that the scope of this study is not to 
measure SST predictability, but to assess when dynamical 
processes are active in the equatorial Atlantic.

5  Seasonality of dynamical SST Variance 
in the tropical Atlantic

Figure 6 shows the dynamical and stochastic SST variances 
from our fixed model for the equatorial Atlantic; Fig. 7 
shows the ratio of the two variances. Results are displayed 
for observations and the two KCM experiments.

Observations (black): dynamical SST clearly domi-
nates observed SST variance during early boreal sum-
mer (May–July, Fig. 6a). Dynamical SST variance then 
is roughly 4–7 times larger than the stochastic contribu-
tion to total SST variability (Fig. 7). A secondary peak 
occurs during October and November. These two periods 
of enhanced dynamical SST variability are separated by 
phases during which stochastic SST variance is larger 
than dynamical SST variance. This is the case in January-
March and again in August, when dynamical SST variance 
vanishes and observed stochastic SST variance reaches its 
peak. Note that observed stochastic SST variance is much 
less variable over the course of the year (Fig. 6b). This 

Fig. 6  Atl3 SST variance decomposition into a dynamical and b sto-
chastic SST variance for (black) ERA-Interim/AVISO, (red) STD, 
and (blue) FLX. Stochastic SST variance is the variance of the resid-
ual of total SST after dynamical SST has been subtracted. Dynamical 
SST is subtracted from each ensemble member individually, and the 
time series of residual (stochastic) SST are concatenated before the 

variance is calculated. Thick lines denote SST variance decomposi-
tion based on the empirical models for dynamical SST (see text for 
details). Thin lines for FLX and STD denote SST variance decompo-
sition based on ensemble averaging. The empirical model is the fixed 
model

Fig. 7  Ratio of dynamical and stochastic SST variance in the fixed 
model for Atl3. Ratios are shown for (black) ERA-Interim/AVISO, 
(red) STD, and (blue) FLX
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suggests that stochastic SST variance is indeed driven by 
processes that are independent of seasonal processes—it 
represents noise.

Comparing dynamical SST variance from the fixed 
model (Fig. 6a) with total SST variance (Fig. 5) shows 
a generally good agreement. In August, however, when 
dynamical SST variance vanishes according to our empiri-
cal models, total SST variance continues to decrease 
evenly. Here, stochastic SST variance contributes to total 
SST variability (Fig. 6b).

The overall similarity between the total and dynamical 
SST variance suggests that the seasonal cycle of total SST 
variability in the tropical Atlantic is largely shaped by the 
variable dynamical contribution.

The dynamical and stochastic SST variances for the 
model experiment FLX are comparable to observations 
(blue). Dynamical SST variance peaks in boreal summer 
and again, more weakly, in early boreal winter (Fig. 6a). 
However, the timing of the dynamical SST variance peaks 
does not match observations. The summer peak lags behind 
observations by 1 month and is strongly reduced in ampli-
tude. The absolute minimum of dynamical SST variance 
occurs in May—when observed dynamical SST variance 
is already high and contributes substantially to the overall 
boreal summer peak. Additionally, dynamical SST variance 
does not decrease as strongly in August, and the secondary 
peak is hardly a peak at all.

One reason for these shortcomings in the FLX dynami-
cal SST variance is most likely related to systematic differ-
ences between the observed and heat-flux corrected seasonal 
cycles (Fig. 2). While the bias correction strongly reduces 
the annual mean bias (Fig. 1), it is not able to fully con-
strain the model to the observed seasonal cycle. Instead, 
cold tongue development in the FLX experiments sets in 
systematically too late and lags behind the observed cold 
tongue development by about 1 month. The observed and 
simulated seasonal cycles only converge in August, when 
the cold tongue is fully developed and starts to dissolve. In 
the framework of our empirical models, this delay in cold 
tongue development explains the absence of dynamical pro-
cesses during May, because these processes depend on the 
presence of the cold tongue. However, once the cold tongue 
is established, the feedbacks set in and contribute to dynami-
cal SST variability. Stochastic SST variance is similar to 
observations in both magnitude and seasonality (Fig. 6b). 
The ratio of the variances in the bias-corrected model run 
bears similarities to observations but lacks the clear double 
peak structure (Fig. 7), because dynamical SST variance 
does not vanish in FLX. One reason could be that, similar 
to the delayed cooling during the onset of the cold tongue, 
initial warming in August–September is weaker in FLX than 
in observations (0.61 and 0.20 ◦C month−1 in ERA-Interim 
and FLX, not shown). In contrast to observations—where 

the surface–subsurface coupling in Atl3 is disrupted in 
August—, the thermocline feedback stays active in FLX 
(see Sect. 6).

The STD experiment does not capture the observed 
dynamical SST variance distribution (red). On the contrary: 
With the exception of May, when the eastern equatorial 
Atlantic starts to cool in STD but then aborts the cooling to 
develop the strong boreal summer bias (Fig. 2), dynamical 
SST variance is at its lowest in boreal summer and increases 
in boreal winter. This is most likely because the equato-
rial cold tongue dissolves in late boreal summer and the 
background states of observations, FLX, and STD become 
more similar. The STD SST bias decreases and our empiri-
cal models operate on comparable conditions, resulting in 
dynamical SST variances in the STD experiment that are 
similar to observations in boreal fall and early boreal winter. 
Note that while dynamical SST variance appears to be rather 
high in STD during late boreal winter and even comparable 
in magnitude to observations, stochastic SST variance in 
STD is systematically higher than in observations through-
out most of the year (Fig. 6). The resulting SST variance 
ratio (Fig. 7) shows that dynamical processes in STD almost 
never have the same impact on SST variability as in FLX or 
observations. An exception is January–February, when STD 
simulates dynamical contributions to SST variability that 
dominate stochastic contributions.

These findings suggest that the background state—i.e. 
the seasonal cycle of the system—is crucial for a realis-
tic simulation of dynamical SST variance. While the FLX 
experiment is not perfect, it is clearly an improvement on 
the STD experiment that lacks the Atlantic cold tongue in 
its background state.

Additionally, our findings show that observed SST is 
dominated by dynamical SST variance in May–July. This 
coincides with the peak phase of the Atlantic Niño and 
suggests that a major part of the Atlantic Niño-variability 
could indeed be caused by dynamical—but not necessar-
ily predictable—processes. This appears to be at odds with 
the results of Nnamchi et al. (2015), who find in CMIP3-
based slab model simulations (i.e. simulations that omit 
ocean dynamics) that Niño-like variability in the equatorial 
Atlantic can be produced by stochastic atmospheric forcing 
alone. To explain this, Nnamchi et al. (2016) argue that the 
Atlantic Niño is the equatorial manifestation of the more 
general South Atlantic Ocean SST Dipole (SAOD). They 
demonstrate that SOAD-variability is related to the vari-
ability of the South Atlantic (St Helena) Anticyclone and 
is sustained by the wind-evaporation-SST feedback. While 
this is in agreement with Lübbecke et al. (2014)’s work on 
the relationship between the Atlanic Niño and the St Helena 
Anticyclone, it still does not fully explain how our results tie 
in with Nnamchi et al. (2015).
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We propose that reality is a mixture of both a dynami-
cally and stochastically driven Atlantic Niño. Specifically, 
we find that ocean dynamics are important to grow Atlantic 
Niño events in early boreal summer. This does not contradict 
the notion that initial anomalies in the equatorial Atlantic 
need to be “excited” by stochastic forcing that in turn could 
be related to the St Helena Anticyclone. Once these initial 
anomalies develop in late boreal spring, the presence of the 
cold tongue allows the Bjerknes feedback to amplify them.

However, we point out that we are still not able to fully 
reconcile our results with Nnamchi et al. (2015)’s findings 
with respect to the question how a slab ocean can not only 
respond to initial atmospheric perturbations but also help 
to grow them. An interesting future analysis could address 
this apparent discrepancy by assessing the relative impact 
of both the dynamical Bjerknes feedback and the thermody-
namic wind-evaporation-SST feedback on tropical Atlantic 
SST anomaly growth during boreal summer.

To complement the analysis above, we repeat our analysis 
using different sets of predictors in our empirical models. 
Figure 8 shows the dynamical SST variance based on the 
single SSH and u10 models; Fig. 9 shows the same for the 
adjusted model.

Comparing Figs.  6a and 8a, b, shows that observed 
dynamical SST variances (black) of the single SSH and 
u10 models share the prominent boreal summer peak with 
the fixed model. This suggests that, even in isolation, both 
zonal surface wind and thermocline processes are involved 
in establishing the boreal summer variability of SST. In 
boreal winter, the single u10 model does not contribute to 
dynamical SST variance.

The adjusted model produces SST variances that are very 
similar to the fixed model (Figs. 6a, 9). Table 1 shows the 
predictors that the algorithmic model adjustment chose to 
model observed SST for each month. Late boreal winter 
SST variability is generally well modelled by either SSH 
or u10, indicating prevalent co-variability between SSH 
and u10 or that the excluded predictor does not contribute 
substantially to constraining dynamical SST. June and July 
require more than one predictor and even non-linear interac-
tion of SSH and u10 in June. This suggests that variability 
during the early stage of cold tongue development can be 
mainly explained by thermocline variability, while the cause 
of variability during the growth phase of the cold tongue is 
more complex. Then, it does not suffice to isolate a single 
feedback. Rather, to explain Atlantic Niño variability during 
climatological cold tongue growth, a number of factors have 
to be considered.

In August, model adjustment chooses to use no predic-
tor. This means that in our statistical framework, observed 
August SST variability is unconstrained by SSH and u10. 
SSH and u10 start to contribute to SST variability again in 
September. In December dynamical SST again depends on 
non-linear interactions.

Overall, our analysis suggests that the relative impor-
tance of either thermocline processes or zonal surface wind 
varies over the course of the year in the observed climate 
system. Especially during the early stages of cold tongue 

Fig. 8  Dynamical Atl3 SST 
variance based on a the single 
SSH model, and b the single 
u10 model. SST variances are 
shown for (black) ERA-Interim/
AVISO, (red) STD, and (blue) 
FLX

Fig. 9  Dynamical Atl3 SST variance based on the adjusted model for 
(black) ERA-Interim/AVISO, (red) STD, and (blue) FLX

Table 1  Predictors of 
dynamical SST for each 
calendar month in Atl3 based 
on observations

The basic predictors are SSH in Atl3 and 10 m zonal wind anomalies (u10) in WAtl. “prd” refers to a prod-
uct of the two individual predictors and indicates non-linear interaction in the climate system

J F M A M J J A S O N D

SSH SSH SSH SSH SSH SSH SSH SSH SSH
u10 u10 u10 u10 u10 u10

prd prd
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development, our empirical models chose not a single pre-
dictor but a combination of them, while August is basically 
unpredictable by statistical means.

Single and adjusted models that are based on FLX and 
STD produce different dynamical SST variances (Figs. 8, 9). 
For FLX, the same 1 month lag in boreal summer is present 
that has already been identified in the fixed model.

6  Feedback strengths in the tropical Atlantic

Our SST decomposition approach is based on the dynami-
cal framework of the Bjerknes feedback. For this reason, 
we now take a closer look at the Bjerknes feedback—both 
observed and modelled—and its three elements in the tropi-
cal Atlantic. Recall that the three relationships that make up 
the closed Bjerknes feedback in our framework are (1) Atl3 
SST produces WAtl u10 variability, (2) WAtl u10 variability 
is translated into Atl3 thermocline—here: SSH— variability 
via equatorial wave dynamics, and (3) Atl3 SSH positively 
feeds back to Atl3 SST and lends growth to the initial SST 
anomaly.

Here, we first consider the instantaneous Bjerknes feed-
back, and then analyse how the feedback strengths change 
when we allow lagged relationships for the individual feed-
back elements. In particular, we incorporate lagged relation-
ships into the building process of our empirical models and 
assess their impact on the seasonal distribution of dynamical 
SST variance. This measures the robustness of our results.

We begin with the instantaneous Bjerknes feedback, 
which is made up of instantaneous relationships of the form 
(1) to (3). With this constraint, May SST is only able to 
affect May u10, May u10 is only able to affect May SSH, and 
so on. Figure 10 assesses the strength of the instantaneous 
Atlantic Bjerknes feedback in terms of correlation strengths 
between the relevant variables. Note that for the partially 
coupled KCM experiments, we use the model u10 for rela-
tionship (1), but observed u10 when we assess the relation-
ship strength between u10 and SSH in relationship (2).

It is clear that the strength of the Bjerknes feedback ele-
ments varies considerably over the course of the year. In 
agreement with Keenlyside and Latif (2007) and Deppen-
meier et al. (2016), all observed feedback elements are gen-
erally strongest in early boreal summer, establishing a closed 
Bjerknes feedback loop in May–July (Fig. 10a). This coin-
cides with both the peak of total SST variance (Fig. 5) and 
the active phase of the Atlantic Niño, supporting the hypoth-
esis that Atlantic Niño variability is related to the Bjerknes 
feedback. Note that the coupling between the ocean subsur-
face and surface that is captured in the SST–SSH relation-
ship is strong in boreal fall as well but dips in August. This 
implies that the communication between surface processes 

and the ocean interior temporarily fades in late boreal sum-
mer, disrupting the Bjerknes feedback loop.

The KCM experiments struggle to capture the observed 
relationships that form the instantaneous Bjerknes feedback 
in the tropical Atlantic (Fig. 10b, c). The SST–u10 relation-
ship is hardly captured at all in either experiment. A single 
exception is July in the FLX experiment: Here, the KCM 
captures a relationship that is comparable to observations 
and is able to simulate a closed Bjerknes feedback loop. As 
in observations, this coincides with the occurrence of the 
peak in total SST variance (Fig. 5). Note that FLX simu-
lates a reasonable SSH–SST relationship in boreal winter, 
but fails to produce this crucial relationship in May. Again, 
we suspect that the bias in the onset of the cold tongue is 
responsible for this behaviour. Because cold tongue devel-
opment only really sets in in June in FLX (Fig. 2), the ther-
mocline cannot communicate with SST in May. FLX fails 
to establish the observed relationship. For the same reason, 
STD is not able to produce the SST–SSH relationship of the 
instantaneous Bjerknes feedback in boreal summer.

Our results agree with the observations-based part of 
Deppenmeier et al. (2016)’s analysis of the Bjerknes feed-
back in the tropical Atlantic. However, while Deppenmeier 
et al. (2016) point out that it is mainly the relationship 
between upper ocean heat content (approximated by our 

Fig. 10  Anomaly correlation coefficients between SST, u10, and 
SSH for each calendar month in a ERA-Interim/AVISO, b FLX, and 
c STD. Because our model experiments are partially coupled, we 
use observed u10 to assess the u10–SSH-relationship (second rows). 
For the SST–u10-relationship (first row), on the other hand, we use 
the model winds. SST and SSH anomalies are averaged in Atl3, u10 
anomalies in WAtl. ACC values that are not significantly different 
from 0 at the 95% level according to a Student t test are shown in grey
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SSH) and SST that is too weak in CMIP5-simulations, the 
KCM’s problems are mainly related to the SST–u10 relation-
ship, possibly due to the low atmospheric vertical resolution. 
In the current version of the KCM, FLX produces a closed 
Bjerknes feedback loop only in July (May–July in observa-
tions)—the model’s ability to produce a Bjerknes feedback 
akin to observations is severely impaired by the delayed 
onset of the cold tongue.

In summary, our analysis shows that a relationship exists 
between the equatorial Atlantic bias and the degree to which 
the instantaneous Atlantic Bjerknes feedback is active in 
summer. The instantaneous feedback clearly relies on the 
presence of the cold tongue to make use of it’s potential.

However, previous studies have shown that both the 
Atlantic and Pacific Bjerknes feedbacks do not necessarily 
operate instantaneously (see Introduction). For this reason, 
we now consider a lagged Bjerknes feedback. We first assess 
the observed lagged relationships in the tropical Atlantic, 
and then repeat our SST variance decomposition, this time 
allowing for lagged relationships between SST and the two 
predictors SSH and u10. We assess the degree of lag for each 
of the three Bjerknes relationships via a cross-correlation 
analysis for each month.

For this to work, we assume that each Bjerknes feed-
back element describes a relationship of clear causality: 
one quantity “forces” the other. In element (1), for example, 

SST “forces” u10. As discussed previously, this concept is 
highly idealized and does not realistically describe the entire 
spectrum of atmosphere–ocean interaction in the equatorial 
Atlantic. However, in the framework of our lagged Bjerknes 
feedback, we will make use of the idealized relationships 
and refer to the involved quantities of a Bjerknes feedback 
element either as the “forcing” or “response” agents.

In our cross-correlation analysis for each calendar month 
and Bjerknes feedback element, we fix the response agent 
to the calendar month and correlate it sequentially with the 
forcing agent of all relevant lags. Our maximum lag is ± 4 
months. As an example, consider Bjerknes feedback element 
(1). SST is the forcing, u10 the response agent. For the cross 
correlation analysis of January, we select the time series of 
monthly mean WAtl u10 in January. Then, for all lags, we 
select the corresponding SST time series and correlate it 
with January u10. This means that for a lag of −4 months, 
January u10 is correlated with May SST, for −3 months 
with April SST, and so on. Note that a negative lag indicates 
that, in this example, the chosen u10 variability precedes 
the SST variability, i.e. u10 “leads” SST. For positive lags, 
SST leads u10.

Figure 11 shows the results for the observed tropical 
Atlantic. Color shading indicates anomaly correlation coef-
ficients that are significantly different from 0 at the 95% 
level. A lag of 0 months (from here-on “lag 0”) is framed 

Fig. 11  ERA-Interim/AVISO-based monthly stratified anomaly cross 
correlation for a Atl3-SST vs WAtl-u10 [corresponds to Bjerknes 
feedback element (1)], b element (2): WAtl-u10 vs Atl3-SSH, and c 
element (3): Atl3-SSH vs Atl3-SST. Only ACC values that are signif-
icantly different from 0 at the 95% level are shown as coloured shad-
ing. To calculate the cross correlation values for each month, we fix 
the “response agent” of the respective element (the second element in 
the figure titles) in time and correlate it sequentially with the monthly 
time series that corresponds to each lag. For the January-analysis of 

element (3), for example, the correlation of January SST with the fol-
lowing May is given in the January rows at a lag of −4 months, and 
so on. Negative lags indicate that SST variability precedes SSH vari-
ability (“SST leads SSH”), positive lags indicate that SSH leads SST. 
Calendar months are indicated on the y-axis. Black crosses indicate 
the lag—shown on the x-axis—at which the ACC value of the respec-
tive element is maximum. For example, in element (3), August-SST 
is strongest related to SSH when SSH leads by 1 month, i.e. August-
SST is strongest correlated to July-SSH
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by grey vertical bars for better visibility. Note that lag 0 in 
Fig. 11 is identical with the corresponding instantaneous 
relationship shown in Fig. 10. Black crosses indicate the lag 
for which the relationship in terms of the ACC is strongest 
for the considered calendar month and Bjerknes feedback 
element. For the remainder of the study, we refer to these 
lags as “peak lags”.

Figure 11 shows that the Bjerknes feedback in the tropi-
cal Atlantic is essentially instantaneous during the peak 
time of the Atlantic Niño from May to July. (This is not 
necessarily the case during other seasons, including during 
boreal spring, when enhanced western tropical Atlantic wind 
stress has been shown to precondition the development of 
the cold tongue in boreal summer, e.g. Marin et al. 2009). 
This agrees with Lübbecke et al. (2014), who demonstrate 
that the relationship between SST and wind power anoma-
lies in the tropical Atlantic is basically symmetrical around 
lag 0. An interesting interpretation of this finding is offered 
by Frankignoul et al. (1977). They argue that a positive 
feedback produces a clear signature in a cross-correlation 
analysis, with peak ACC values at lag 0 that decrease sym-
metrically for increasing lags of both signs. In such a posi-
tive feedback, the involved agents reinforce each other and 
lend growth to small perturbations. This interpretation of a 
positive feedback supports the notion that the Bjerknes feed-
back in the tropical Atlantic consists of three partial feed-
backs that each, in terms of monthly means, act more or less 
simultaneously as positive feedbacks during boreal summer.

Note that our cross-correlation analysis appears to be 
at odds with earlier studies that find that wind variability 
consistently leads SST variability in the tropical Atlantic 
(e.g. Keenlyside and Latif 2007; Richter et al. 2013). Two 
important details that could contribute to this apparent dis-
crepancy are (1) that these studies used different datasets 
and periods for their analysis, and (2) that their evidence is 
based on yearly or seasonal data. Here, on the other hand, we 
stratify our data into monthly means and present cross-corre-
lation analysis for individual calendar months. We chose this 
approach in agreement with recent findings (e.g. Lübbecke 
and McPhaden 2017) that stress how relevant short time 

scales of 1 month and possibly even less are for establishing 
the tropical Atlantic seasonal cycle. Temporally averaging 
(monthly) data over as little as 2 months already runs the 
risk of blurring important signals in the tropical Atlantic.

Returning to our results, we find that both in the instan-
taneous and the lagged analysis (Figs.10, 11), the strongest 
relationship throughout the year is related to surface–sub-
surface coupling. Wind-related feedback elements are active 
less consistently.

Next, we incorporate the lagged relationships into our 
linear models of dynamical SST. We diagnose each month’s 
peak lags separately for all datasets and all ensemble mem-
bers.4 Once we identified all peak lags, we rebuild our 
empirical models of dynamical SST and replace the monthly 
time series of the predictor with the time series that corre-
sponds to the appropriate peak lag. For example, for obser-
vations and the SST–SSH relationship in February, we do 
not use February but January SSH to build our empirical 
model of dynamical SST, because the peak lag of February 
is +1 (Fig. 11c), indicating that SSH leads SST variability 
by 1 month for February SST.

When including the peak lags into our dynamical models, 
we distinguish two cases: (1) empirical models that incorpo-
rate lagged relationships only when the predictor variables 
lead SST. The assumption here is that we are interested in 
the response of SST to a prescribed forcing and that this 
response cannot, physically, precede the forcing. (2) All peak 
lags are used when building the empirical models, including 
those when, statistically, SST leads its own predictors. The 
resulting dynamical SST variances are shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12  Same as Fig.  6a, but including lagged relationships when 
building the empirical models of dynamical SST. The chosen lags 
correspond to the maximum correlation values. For observations, 
these “peak months” are indicated by black crosses in Fig. 11. a Posi-

tive lags only, i.e. the predictors are allowed to lead SST only. When 
SST leads the predictor, the instantaneous relationship—i.e. lag 0—is 
used. b Full lags, i.e. Predictors can lead and lag SST

4 An important detail is that for feedback element (1), the relation-
ship between SST and u10, we swap the forcing and response roles of 
the two agents while performing the cross correlation analysis. The 
reason is that we use u10 as a predictor of dynamical SST and hence 
implicitly assume that u10 is, to some degree, directly forcing SST 
variability. While this is not strictly in line with the conceptual model 
of the Bjerknes feedback, it is physically consistent with our empiri-
cal modelling framework.
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A comparison with the distribution of the dynamical SST 
variance of the unlagged case (Fig. 6a) immediately shows 
that the impact of lagged relationships is negligible at best 
(this is true for both observations and the model experi-
ments, indicating that lagged relationships in FLX and STD 
do not substantially influence dynamical SST variance in the 
two experiments, even though the lag relationships are most 
likely not identical with their observed counterparts). The 
simple reason for this is that the three Bjerknes feedback ele-
ments are essentially instantaneous when they are strong and 
only stray from lag 0 peak lags when they decrease (Fig. 11). 
This means that Bjerknes feedback elements in the tropical 
Atlantic are mostly instantaneous when the tropical Atlantic 
is dynamically “active”, i.e. during late boreal spring and 
early summer and again in early boreal winter.

7  Summary and discussion

We assess the impact of the equatorial Atlantic bias in cou-
pled climate models on their ability to realistically simu-
late the variability and dynamics of the Atlantic Niño. To 
that end, we decompose SST variability into a dynamically 
driven and a stochastically forced component. Our study is 
based on experiments that were produced with the Kiel Cli-
mate Model, a CGCM: the STD experiment is heavily biased 
in the equatorial Atlantic, the FLX experiment reduces the 
bias by applying surface heat flux correction. To decompose 
total SST variance, we model dynamical SST with empiri-
cal linear models that use two predictors, SSH and u10. 
The choice of our predictors is motivated by the Bjerknes 
feedback that provides a robust dynamical framework for 
our purpose. However, the simple concept of the Bjerknes 
feedback is not always appropriate, and we were careful to 
note that especially the relationship between SST and u10 
works in both directions.

In agreement with numerous previous studies on the 
dynamics of the Atlantic Niño (e.g. Zebiak 1993; Carton 
et al. 1996; Ding et al. 2010), we find that dynamical SST 
variance contributes substantially to equatorial Atlantic SST 
variability in boreal summer (May–July), the peak phase of 
the Atlantic Niño. This is in contrast to a recent study by 
Nnamchi et al. (2015), who found that the Atlantic Niño is 
driven primarily by stochastic forcing.

Here, we highlight again that a biased background state 
affects the physics of the tropical Atlantic and can inhibit 
realistic dynamical behaviour. Our biased experiment fails to 
simulate a dynamical component of SST variability in boreal 
summer. The reason is that the biased experiment cannot 
produce the seasonal cold tongue in the tropical Atlantic. 
The Atlantic Niño, however, can be understood as a modula-
tion of the cold tongue (Burls et al. 2012). In the absence of 
the cold tongue, the Atlantic Bjerknes feedback cannot work 

properly. The biased mean state is not compatible with the 
dynamic Atlantic Niño that we find in observations.

Taking into account a number of previous studies that 
found non-negligible lagged relationships in the tropical 
Atlantic that are related to the Bjerknes feedback, we assess 
the degree of lag in the Bjerknes feedback elements both in 
observations and our KCM experiments. In the observations, 
the Bjerknes feedback is active in the tropical Atlantic in 
April–May until July and again in November and December. 
The equatorial bias severely impacts the KCM’s ability to 
simulate a realistic Bjerknes feedback. Additionally, we find 
that the Atlantic Bjerknes feedback is near-instantaneous 
during the dynamically active phases of the year. As a con-
sequence, incorporating realistic lagged relationships into 
our empirical models of dynamical SST hardly impacts the 
resulting dynamical SST variances. Especially during the 
important peak phase of the Atlantic Niño both the instan-
taneous and the lagged empirical models produce identical 
results.

One consequence of this finding is that we expect poten-
tial predictability5 of seasonal SST variability to be rather 
low in the tropical Atlantic. Reasons for this are: (1) when 
we measure the strength of the Bjerknes feedback elements 
in terms of anomaly correlation coefficients, Atlantic feed-
backs are substantially weaker than their Pacific counter-
parts, implying that dynamical processes in the equatorial 
Atlantic are less deterministic than in the tropical Pacific. 
This is true for both the instantaneous and lagged relation-
ships (not shown). (2) The lack of substantial lags in the 
Atlantic Bjerknes feedback elements suggests that dynami-
cal processes in the equatorial Atlantic happen on much 
shorter time scales than in the tropical Pacific. These obser-
vations-based conclusions are in line with modelling studies 
that found the equatorial Atlantic on seasonal time scales 
to be much less predictable than the equatorial Pacific (e.g. 
Stockdale et al. 2006).

In addition to the strong dynamical contributions to the 
Atlantic Niño, we identify a secondary peak in observed 
dynamical SST variance in November–December in obser-
vations. This peak could be associated with Okumura and 
Xie (2006)’s Atlantic Niño II, a secondary Niño-like phe-
nomenon in the tropical Atlantic that is able to organize 
SST anomaly growth into a Bjerknes feedback. Note that 
our adjusted models choose SSH, u10, and an interaction 
term between the two predictors to capture dynamical 
SST in December. While this could hint at the empirical 
models having difficulties to predict dynamical SST dur-
ing December, it could also be due to a feedback linking 

5 By potential predictability we mean the predictability that is inher-
ent to the physical climate system and hence independent of whether 
or not a specific CGCM is able to realise it or not.
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the three variables to each other, in this case the Bjerknes 
feedback. Okumura and Xie (2006)’s findings support the 
second possibility. Note that, in contrast to May and June, 
the December peak of enhanced dynamical SST variance is 
captured by both the FLX and STD experiments, indicating 
that the KCM appears to be able to reproduce the variability 
associated with Okumura and Xie (2006)’s Atlantic Niño II.

Our study presented a simple method to decompose east-
ern equatorial SST variability into dynamic and stochastic 
contributions while taking into account prominent feed-
backs in the region. We are aware that our approach requires 
assumptions about the processes that could be relevant to 
SST variability and that we introduce a subjective element 
into our analysis by selecting a pool of possible predictors 
that our model adjustment algorithm works on. A thing to 
keep in mind is that we limit the dynamical processes that 
can possibly contribute to dynamical SST variability in our 
empirical models. Figure 6b shows that our decomposition 
approach produces stochastic SST variances that are consist-
ently higher than the stochastic contributions to SST vari-
ability that a standard ensemble averaging approach yields. 
The reason is most likely that the full CGCM incorporates 
additional dynamical processes that affect SST evolution. In 
this sense, ensemble averaging is the more straightforward 
and complete method to estimate dynamical SST variabil-
ity. The advantage of our method is that it allows for direct 
comparisons between observations and model simulations.

While we have provided further evidence for a dynami-
cally driven Atlantic Niño, research is not yet clear on what 
exactly these dynamics are: If the Bjerknes feedback is 
involved in establishing the seasonal cold tongue, which 
processes govern the feedback modulation that produces the 
interannual variability of the Atlantic Niño? Future study 
will help to further our understanding of the Atlantic Niño 
and its predictability.
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